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Abstract The phylogeny of living and fossil snakes is assessed using likelihood and parsimony approaches and a dataset
combining 263 morphological characters with mitochondrial (2693 bp) and nuclear (1092 bp) gene sequences. The ‘no
common mechanism’ (NCMr) and ‘Markovian’ (Mkv) models were employed for the morphological partition in likelihood
analyses; likelihood scores in the NCMr model were more closely correlated with parsimony tree lengths. Both models
accorded relatively less weight to the molecular data than did parsimony, with the effect being milder in the NCMr
model. Partitioned branch and likelihood support values indicate that the mtDNA and nuclear gene partitions agree
more closely with each other than with morphology. Despite differences between data partitions in phylogenetic signal,
analytic models, and relative weighting, the parsimony and likelihood analyses all retrieved the following widely accepted
groups: scolecophidians, alethinophidians, cylindrophiines, macrostomatans (sensu lato) and caenophidians. Anilius
alone emerged as the most basal alethinophidian; the combined analyses resulted in a novel and stable position of
uropeltines and cylindrophiines as the second-most basal clade of alethinophidians. The limbed marine pachyophiids,
along with Dinilysia and Wonambi, were always basal to all living snakes. Other results stable in all combined analyses
include: Xenopeltis and Loxocemus were sister taxa ( ﬁde morphology) but clustered with pythonines ( ﬁde molecules),
and Ungaliophis clustered with a boine-erycine clade ( ﬁde molecules). Tropidophis remains enigmatic; it emerges as
a basal alethinophidian in the parsimony analyses ( ﬁde molecules) but a derived form in the likelihood analyses ( ﬁde
morphology), largely due to the different relative weighting accorded to data partitions.
Key words Serpentes, character weighting, maximum likelihood, morphology, partitioned branch support, partitioned
likelihood support
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Despite well over a century of work, the higher-level relationships of snakes remain partly unresolved. While studies
from only a few decades ago (Underwood 1967; Dowling &
Duellman, 1978; McDowell, 1975, 1987) often suggested radically different phylogenies, more recent morphological analyses (e.g. Rieppel, 1988; Kluge, 1991; Cundall et al., 1993;
Tchernov et al., 2000; Lee & Scanlon, 2002) have tended to retrieve a similar broad outline of snake evolution, with disagreement focused on particular taxa or regions of the tree, suggesting progress towards a resolved, well-corroborated phylogeny.
However, recent analyses of molecular sequences (Slowinski
& Lawson, 2002; Wilcox et al., 2002; Vidal & Hedges, 2002,
2004; Lawson et al., 2004) have called into question several
(morphologically) well-supported clades, thus reopening the
problem and suggesting that any resolution will require integration of all available sources of data and a re-evaluation of
both molecular and morphological characters.
All recent morphological studies (Rieppel, 1988; Kluge,
1991; Cundall et al., 1993; Tchernov et al., 2000; Lee &
Scanlon, 2002) have retrieved several well-corroborated clades
within snakes (see Fig. 1). The scolecophidians (worm-like
blindsnakes and threadsnakes) are monophyletic and the most
basal living snakes, though relationships within Scolecophidia
remain disputed. The remaining living snakes also form a
clade, Alethinophidia. The most basal alethinophidian lineages
are the anilioids (e.g. uropeltines, Cylindrophis, Anomochilus,
all at least semi-fossorial), but the relationships and even the
monophyly of anilioids are uncertain. The remaining alethinophidians form a monophyletic Macrostomata (sensu lato:
Rieppel, 1988; Lee and Scanlon, 2002). Xenopeltids (sunbeam snakes: Xenopelits and Loxocemus) are the most basal
macrostomatans, but again, it is uncertain whether they are
sister taxa, or successive outgroups to the remaining mac-

rostomatans (‘core macrostomatans’: Lee & Scanlon, 2002).
The most basal core macrostomatans are the often large, constricting booids (boas, pythons, erycines), but again, their relationships and monophyly are uncertain. The remaining snakes
form a clade informally termed ‘advanced snakes’ (Kluge,
1991). The most basal advanced snakes are the ‘dwarf-boa’
taxa: ungaliophiines, tropidophiines and bolyeriines. The remaining advanced snakes, acrochordids (filesnakes) and colubroids (colubrids, elapids, viperids) form a diverse and highly
successful clade, the Caenophidia. This morphological phylogeny of living snakes supports the traditional view of snake
evolution being characterised by progressive elaboration of the
feeding apparatus and gradual loss of burrowing habits (e.g.
Walls, 1940; Bellairs & Underwood, 1951; Underwood, 1967;
Cundall & Greene, 1982, 2000; Greene, 1983, 1997; Rieppel
1988): scolecophidians, anilioids, xenopeltids and core macrostomatans have successively greater relative gape and
more surface-active lifestyles. However, some palaeontological studies have challenged this scenario. There have been
suggestions that some fossil snakes with relatively large gapes
(the limbed marine pachyophiids and/or the large terrestrial
madtsoiids) are basal (stem) snakes, and furthermore that the
nearest well-known relatives of snakes are the macropredatory
mosasaurs (e.g. McDowell, 1987; Scanlon, 1996; Caldwell,
1999; Lee, 1998, 2005a; Lee & Caldwell, 2000; Lee &
Scanlon, 2002; Rage & Escuillié, 2002, 2003). These phylogenetic patterns imply an alternative evolutionary scenario
wherein some degree of enlarged gape was primitive for
snakes, with gape either (1) being reduced convergently in
scolecophidians and anilioids in response to feeding within
the confines of narrow burrows (as has happened repeatedly
within colubroids: Savitzky, 1983), or (2) reduced at the base of
modern snakes and subsequently re-elaborated in extant macrostomatans. However, others (e.g. Zaher & Rieppel, 1999;
Tchernov et al., 2000; Rieppel et al., 2003) have suggested that
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Figure 1

Currently accepted hypotheses of snake relationships, based on studies mentioned in the text. Thick lines denote relationships
supported by both morphological and molecular studies (or supported by one and not strongly contradicted by the other). Thin lines
denote relationships supported by morphological analyses, dotted lines denote relationships supported by molecular analyses.

Snake phylogeny based on morphology and molecules

both pachyophiids and madtsoiids are true macrostomatans,
and that the nearest outgroups to snakes are small fossorial
squamates such as amphisbaenians and dibamids; these proposed relationships would be consistent with the traditional
‘progressive’ view of snake evolution. Regardless of the affinities of the disputed fossil snakes and their implications
for evolutionary trends in certain character complexes (see
overview in Lee & Scanlon, 2002), all recent morphological
studies have agreed in retrieving several major clades within
living snakes (Scolecophidia, Alethinophidia, Macrostomata, ‘core Macrostomata’, ‘advanced snakes’, Caenophidia:
Fig. 1).
Molecular studies have recently made important new contributions to snake phylogeny. Heise et al. (1995) used partial
mitochondrial 12S and 16S rRNAs; Lawson et al. (2004) used
complete mitochondrial cytochrome b; Slowinski and Lawson
(2002) also used complete cytochrome b and included a sizeable (∼570 bp) segment of nuclear c-mos; Wilcox et al. (2002)
used an ∼1800 bp mitochondrial sequence spanning 12S, 16S
and intervening tRNAs; Vidal and Hedges used short fragments of cytochrome b, 12S and 16S with ∼570 bp of c-mos
(2002), and later ∼520 bp of RAG 1 and 375 bp of c-mos
(2004). These studies agreed with previous morphological conclusions in a few important respects (Fig. 1): the basal position
of the scolecophidians within living snakes, and the monophyly of alethinophidians, of caenophidians and of colubroids.
However, other morphological conclusions were contradicted,
among them the monophyly and content of Macrostomata,
core Macrostomata, and advanced snakes. For example, not all
anilioids were basal to the remaining alethinophidians. While
Anilius (along with tropidophiines) emerged as very basal, Cylindrophis and uropeltines often appeared nested among ‘macrostomatans’. Similarly, xenopeltids were not basal to core
macrostomatans, but nested within them as close relatives of
pythonines. However, the relationships of the dwarf boa lineages were most surprising. Ungaliophiines and trophidophiines were both removed from near caenophidians (thus breaking up the ‘advanced snake’ clade): ungaliophiines grouped
with a boine-erycine clade, while tropidophiines were positioned in a highly heterodox position near the base of alethinophidians. These molecular results are not only incongruent
with the morphological tree, but suggest extensive homoplasy
in the evolution of gape and burrowing in snakes (Vidal &
Hedges, 2002), by placing some non-fossorial snakes with
highly advanced gape (tropidophiines) near the base of the
snake tree, and dispersing some apparently primitive, gapelimited burrowing forms (cylindrophiines, uropeltines and
xenopeltids) among more derived snakes. Such trophic and
ecological variability at the base of snakes is inconsistent with
the traditional ‘progressive’ view of snake evolution, but is
consistent with the view that the large-gaped and non-fossorial
pachyophiids and madtsoiids are basal snakes (see Lee 2005b).
In cases where there are significant disagreements
between data sets, the validity of a combined analysis has been
debated (e.g. Bull et al., 1993). However, there are compelling arguments for simultaneous (or total evidence) approaches
(e.g. Kluge, 1989; Nixon & Carpenter, 1996), and it is now
possible to assess data conflict in the context of combined
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analyses, obviating the need for partitioned analyses (Baker
& deSalle, 1997). Also, the widely used incongruence length
difference (ILD) test for assessing significance of conflict has
problems (e.g. Barker & Lutzoni, 2002), while methods such
as reciprocal Templeton tests of the best tree for each data set
are overly conservative, as they do not consider the possibility
the full set of plausible trees for the different data sets might
still contain trees in common. The possibility of informative interaction between ‘incongruent’ data sets can only be assessed
in the context of combined analyses (e.g. Barrett et al., 1991;
Gatesy et al., 1999; Lee & Hugall, 2003). Several different
data sets (however partitioned) might each contain the same
underlying phylogenetic signal; however, in some or even most
of these data sets, this signal could be swamped by noise (e.g.
morphological convergence, base composition bias, random
oversampling of ‘poor’ characters). Separate analyses of these
data sets would retrieve different trees, and tests of incongruence might yield significant results. If the data sets are nevertheless combined, however, the misleading noise (which may
be uncorrelated in independent data sets) might not be amplified, but the underlying phylogenetic signal (which should
be congruent across different data sets) should be amplified,
leading to improvements in phylogenetic estimation. This is
the rationale behind the concept of ‘hidden support’, a prediction that has been demonstrated in empirical datasets (e.g.
Gatesy et al., 1999; Wahlberg et al., 2005). For these reasons,
a phylogenetic analysis of snakes is carried out based on a
combined data set including the most comprehensive morphological and molecular data sets available to date, modified and
in some cases expanded slightly to allow combination.
Typically, such combined morphological and molecular
analyses have used parsimony. However, likelihood-based
models may well be more appropriate for DNA data
(Felsenstein, 1981, 2004). Thus, in addition to standard
parsimony methods we also employ model-based (Bayesian
and likelihood) methods. Using a model-based combined
morphological and molecular analysis means that the morphology component of the tree ‘score’ needs to be translated
into a likelihood value. Two possibilities are the ‘no common
mechanism’ model of Tuffley and Steel (1997), and stochastic
branchlength-based Markovian models described by Lewis
(2001). In ‘translating’ combined analyses of morphological
and molecular data from parsimony into likelihood the relative
weight (likelihood differences across alternative trees) of the
data partitions can change dramatically, further complicating
matters.

Morphological and molecular data
The morphological data set of Lee and Scanlon (2002) was
employed, with the following change. Because recent molecular analyses (Vidal & Hedges, 2002, Lawson et al., 2004)
did not retrieve a clade consisting of Calabaria and typical
erycines (Erycinae sensu lato; Kluge, 1993), this terminal
taxon was split into two and recoded accordingly (Calabaria and ‘Erycinae sensu stricto’). While boine and/or erycine
(s.s.) monophyly was not retrieved in some of these molecular
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studies (Lawson et al., 2004; Vidal & Hedges, 2004), it was
also not adequately refuted (based on bootstrap values of the
conflicting nodes), and remains supported by morphology (see
Kluge, 1991, 1993) Complete sequence data were also only
available for one boine and one erycine genus. For these reasons, these terminal taxa were not subdivided further for this
study. The morphological data set was combined with the
rDNA data set of Wilcox et al. (2002), the protein-coding (mitochondrial cytochrome b and nuclear c-mos) data of Slowinski
and Lawson (2002), and the RAG1 data of Vidal and Hedges
(2004). Heise et al. (1995) and Vidal and Hedges (2002, 2004)
sequenced shorter sequences from 12S, 16S and c-mos regions,
and their data were thus not used unless data from the other
two studies were unavailable for the same taxa (see below).
As noted above, the number and identity of extant terminal taxa in this study were constrained by the availability of
molecular sequence data. For each of the terminal (‘family’)
taxa used in the morphological analysis, when this study was
performed there was at most one included genus with complete sequences for all four regions. The molecular codings
for these ‘families’ are based on this ‘completely sequenced’
genus. In most cases, all rRNA (Wilcox et al., 2002) and
protein coding (Slowinski & Lawson, 2002) regions were sequenced in the same species. In other cases, the rRNA study
and protein-coding study sequenced different species from the
same genus, and sequences from these closely related species
have been concatenated. In most of these latter cases, there
was only one species sequenced for RNA and one for proteincoding genes, and the sequences from these congeners were
combined. However, both Typhlops jamaicensis and T. ruber
were sequenced for rRNA, and T. platycephalus (‘bradycephalus’) was sequenced for the protein coding genes. Because
jamaicensis is more closely related to platycephalus (Thomas,
1989; see also Wallach, 1999), the rRNA sequences for jamaicensis were combined with the protein-coding sequences
for platycephalus for the Typhlops sequence data. Similarly,
Tropidophis greenwayi, feicki, melanurus and pardalis were
sequenced for rRNA, and T. haetianus was sequenced for the
protein coding genes. No comprehensive phylogenetic analysis
of Tropidophis has been published, but greenwayi most closely
resembles haetianus in dorsal scale rows and lack of keeled
scales (Van Wallach, pers. com., 2003), thus the Tropidophis
data consist of rRNA sequences from greenwayi combined
with the protein-coding sequences for haetianus.
All terminal taxa have complete or nearly complete morphological data, and (except for the fossils and Anomochilus)
at least partial mtDNA and nuclear data. However, Calabaria
lacks some regions of the 12S and 16S data, since it was not sequenced by Wilcox et al. (2002), and shorter regions were used
from the study of Heise et al. (1995); complete cyt b and c-mos
fragment were generated recently (Lawson et al., 2004). Cylindrophis lacks RAG, as this taxon was not sampled by Vidal and
Hedges (2004). Liotyphlops (Anomalepididae) lacks the 12S,
16S, and RAG sequences, but has at least some mtDNA and
nuclear sequences. The outgroup sequence is a composite of
two anguimorphs: 12S and 16S (Reeder unpubl. data), c-mos
(Genbank AF435017) and RAG (Vidal and Hedges, 2004) all
from Varanus and complete cyt b from Anguis (Slowinski &

Lawson, 2002). Morphological (e.g. Lee & Caldwell, 2000),
molecular (e.g. Townsend et al., 2004) and combined (Lee,
2005b) studies have suggested that anguimorphs are close outgroups to snakes, though the molecular studies also suggested
that iguanians might be equally close outgroups.
In using published sequence data we depend on the original author’s assignations. Our own inspection of individual
sequences and gene datasets showed no obvious evidence for
pseudogenes or taxonomic mistakes. Further, both the c-mos
and rag1 are single-copy genes in all complete genomes sequenced to date and phylogenies based on these genes (e.g.
Townsend et al., 2004) show no evidence of paralogy in reptiles. As will be shown below, reasonable congruence beween
the nuclear and mtDNA datasets suggests that the molecular
data are clean, at least in regards to the phylogenetic questions
relevant here.
The specimens examined for morphological data are listed in Lee and Scanlon (2002: Appendix 2), and the specimens
sequenced are given in Wilcox et al. (2002: Section 2.1), Slowinski and Lawson (2002; Table 1), and Vidal and Hedges (2004:
Appendix A). As these studies were performed by different
researchers, different individuals (often of different species)
were used when scoring each set of characters. In particular,
the composite terminal taxa consist of morphological characters scored for clades of species, plus molecular characters
sequenced for particular species in that clade. In combining
the data into such composite terminal taxa, we rely on the original author’s taxonomic assignations and current views about
the phylogenetic position of the sequenced species (see details above). As an example, the morphological characters for
Typhlopidae were based on 14 species in four genera, while
the RNA sequences are based on Typhlops jamaicensis and the
protein-coding sequences based on Typhlops platycephalus,
neither of which were scored for morphology. Concatenating these observations into a composite taxon implicitly assumes that Typhlops jamaicensis and Typhlops platycephalus
are more closely related to the typhlopid species scored for
morphology than to any other species examined for morphological data. This assumption is currently well-supported (no
recent workers have questioned the monophyly of Typhlopidae), but of course is subject to revision in the face of new
data.
The alignments of Slowinski and Lawson (2002) and
Wilcox et al. (2002) were preserved where possible; it was
straightforward to add new sequences to these alignments using Clustal W (Thompson et al., 1997), adding extra gaps
to the original alignments where necessary. Around 300 bp
of ambiguous alignment regions of the rRNA data were excluded from analysis (Wilcox et al., 2002), along with a
short (∼62 bp) section of the 5 end of the cytochrome b sequences. The number of characters in the three data partitions
are: morphology, 263 (260 parsimony-informative), mitochondrial DNA, 2693 alignable (1093 parsimony-informative),
nuclear DNA, 1092 alignable (170 parsimony-informative).
The data matrix, with nexus commands showing excluded regions, is available from the Systematics and Biodiversity website and also at Cambridge Journals Online on:
http://www.journals.cup.org/abstract_S1477200007002290.

Snake phylogeny based on morphology and molecules

Methods
Separate analyses
Parsimony analyses were undertaken for the morphological,
mitochondrial and nuclear data partitions, using PAUP∗
(Swofford, 2002). All trees were rooted with the anguimorph (lizard) outgroup. All searches (including bootstraps)
were heuristic, employing 100 random-addition replicates. All
multistate characters were treated as unordered; however, ordering certain morphological characters (when they corresponded to morphoclines) resulted in very similar trees (see
Lee & Scanlon, 2002). Support was determined using branch
support (Bremer, 1988) and 1000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates.
Likelihood and Bayesian MCMC analyses were also undertaken for the mitochondrial and nuclear partitions, using
PAUP (Swofford, 2002) and MrBayes 3.0b4 (Ronquist &
Huelsenbeck, 2003) respectively. Taxa totally lacking data for
a data partition were deleted from the relevant analyses. In order to match the results to the analyses below (see Combined
likelihood analyses), the HKYg model was used for both data
partitions. PAUP parsimony analyses used heuristic searches
with 100 random addition replicates, and 1000 nonparametric
bootstraps to assess clade support; likelihood analyses used
100 random addition replicates for initial tree search, and 200
bootstraps with ‘as-is’ addition. The Bayesian MCMC analyses used 5 million steps × 4 chains (heating T = 0.2, i.e.
standard MrBayes settings), with sampling every 50 steps
and a burn-in of 10 000 samples (i.e. the first tenth), therefore posterior consensus trees were constructed from 90 000
samples.

Combined parsimony analyses
The morphological, mitochondrial and nuclear data sets were
concatenated and the combined data analysed using the search
and rooting procedures described above. Branch support
(Bremer, 1988) and partitioned branch support (PBS: Baker
& deSalle, 1997) were calculated using PAUP∗ commands
generated by TreeRot (Sorenson, 1999) and modified where
appropriate. PBS is the amount of support a particular data
partition contributes to a clade in the context of a combined
analysis, and can either be positive (improves support for the
node) or negative (reduces support for the node). A PBS analysis with the full data set was first conducted. However, there
are problems calculating PBS if certain taxa are completely
lacking data for many partitions (the example discussed below
involves fossil taxa lacking all gene sequences, but can also
apply to poorly known extant taxa). When calculating PBS,
the optimal tree containing clade X, and the best constrained
tree lacking clade X, might only differ because the different
position of fossil forms in the latter tree breaks up the clade.
The PBS values for all genes for clade X will be zero since
the two trees have identical backbone topologies for extant
taxa. If the positions of the fossil taxa are particularly labile,
this phenomenon can affect many clades, leading to many zero
PBS values for every gene throughout the tree. When calculating PBS values for genes, a more informative approach would
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be to consider PBS values using only trees that differ in the
relative position of taxa that contain sequence data. A simple
but potentially problematic way to circumvent this problem
would be to reduce taxon sampling to only include taxa with
some sequence for each gene. However, this could severely
reduce taxon sampling and seems unwise given the potential
importance of dense taxon sampling for phylogenetic accuracy
(e.g. Hillis, 1996). A more complicated but rigorous way to
overcome this problem enables use of all available data in all
tree calculations (Gatesy et al., 2003).
First, a combined analysis of the full matrix is undertaken
(‘full matrix tree’), and incomplete taxa are pruned, leaving a
subtree where all taxa have data for all partitions (here called
an ‘extant subtree’). The PBS values for a clade on this extant
subtree (clade X) can now be calculated. The relevant trees are
the optimal tree (with an extant subtree containing clade X),
and the best tree with an extant subtree that lacks clade X. The
latter tree can be found using reverse backbone constraints in
PAUP∗ . The complete data set is used for all analyses; in particular, the fossil taxa are included but left to ‘float’; they are
not omitted because their character states can still influence the
interrelationships of extant taxa. To calculate PBS, data partition A is optimised onto the first tree (with all taxa included)
and the tree length measured (LTreeWithSubtreeWithCladeX, A ).
Data partition A is then optimised onto the second
tree (with all taxa included), and the tree length measured
(LTreeWithSubtreeLackingCladeX, A ). The length difference is the PBS
for Clade X for data partition A:
PBSCladeX, A = LTreeWithSubtreeLackingCladeX, A
− LTreeWithSubtreeWithCladeX, A
In the current analysis, PBS values were calculated using
a backbone subtree containing taxa with at least some information for both morphology and molecules. Thus, five taxa which
lacked molecular data (four fossil forms, and Anomochilus)
were excluded. Their exclusion from the PBS analysis resulted in the elimination of the numerous zero values found in
the initial PBS analysis which considered all taxa (Fig. 3 and
4). A PAUP∗ script to conduct this search is embedded in the
Nexus data file.
Bootstrap values (1000 replicates) were also calculated
using PAUP∗ . The values shown in the results are for the tree
including all taxa, and for the backbone subtree of ‘extant’
taxa (i.e. with both morphological and molecular data). In the
latter tree, the simple way of deleting incomplete taxa before
conducting the bootstrap is potentially problematic since these
taxa might influence the relative relationships of the complete
taxa. The approach used here was to conduct a bootstrap using
the complete data set, save all the trees, and then prune the
incomplete taxa from these trees before compiling a majorityrule consensus of these pruned trees.

Combined Bayesian analyses
A Bayesian MCMC run was performed using the same models
as the Mkv + HKYg analyses above, with the morphology employing the standard stochastic model (Mkv-type) in MrBayes,
and the nuclear and mitochondrial partitions assigned separate
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HKYg models (see above). Because autapomorphies were excluded from the morphological data (as is normal procedure),
terminal branch lengths are going to be artificially shortened
for this data set (e.g. Bromham et al., 2002). The molecular data sets, in contrast, exhibit no such bias. Thus, unlike
the morphological branch lengths, the branch lengths for different molecular data sets could be expected to be similar to
each other, all being correlated with time elapsed. For this
reason, branch lengths were unlinked between the morphological and molecular data, but linked between the two molecular
data sets. Four (one cold, three heated) 5 million step MCMC
chains were run, sampling every 50 generations, with the first
5000 samples discarded as burn-in, leaving 95 000 trees for
construction of a majority rule consensus.

Combined likelihood analyses
The morphological data were analysed as unordered (see discussion above) using two different likelihood models that approximate parsimony, the ‘no common mechanism’ model
(NCMr; Tuffley & Steel, 1997) and the stochastic ‘Markov’
model (Mkv; Lewis, 2001). Calculation of the NCMr model
score is simple (see equation 42 Tuffley & Steel, 1997):
−ln L =

k


(li + 1) ln(ri )

i=1

where li = parsimony length of a character, ri the number of
states in that character, for k characters. Effectively each character has its own ‘optimal’ branch lengths, equal to the parsimony steps for that character (for this reason, invariant characters do not affect branch length estimation with this model).
The ‘r’ in NCMr refers to the number of character states, which
is free to vary for different characters. As can be seen from
the above formula, when r is the same for all characters the
NCMr model is equivalent to MP. However, when r varies, the
NCMr model deviates slightly in assigning different weights
to characters with different numbers of character states: likelihood among equally parsimonious trees can therefore vary,
and the relative ranking of trees can differ. The 263 morphology characters include 172 where r = 2, 82 where r = 3 and
9 where r = 4; here the NCMr model is not exactly equivalent
to MP.
For Markovian models (Mkv where k and v represent,
respectively, the number of character states and adjustment for
presumed missing invariant sites; see below), branch length
estimates are essential to the calculation of likelihood and thus
estimation of ML topologies. Because morphological datasets
typically exclude invariant (as well as autapomorphic) characters, branch length estimation will be compromised. Mkv
models as outlined by Lewis (2001) use a conditional likelihood adjustment to account for invariant sites, based on the
likelihood of dummy invariant characters (Felsenstein, 1992).
Markovian models do not match parsimony but can be made to
converge with MP by the addition of more and more invariant
sites (Tuffley & Steel, 1997; Steel & Penny, 2000), a situation
analogous to the conditional likelihood adjustment.
There is presently no program for calculating the likelihood of a topology for the Mkv model with full branch length

optimisation, where k differs among sites. Therefore, we employed a two-stage approximation using PAUP∗ to calculate
the morphological data Mkv model lnL for any given topology.
First, all the morphological characters are recoded as DNA
states and 60 dummy invariant sites added (inserted manually
into the nexus file). With these data, the Jukes and Cantor
(1969) model then provides branch lengths for a given topology. This is a Mkv model where k = 4 for all characters and is
therefore only a (in this case reasonable) approximation of the
Mkv model maximum likelihood estimation of branch lengths.
Sixty dummy characters were used as it represented the minimum required for likelihood to recover the same topology as
parsimony (for the morphological data) but did not attribute
excessive weight to the morphological data in combined analyses (see below). This tree (now with its branch lengths fixed)
is then used to calculate likelihoods for 2-state, 3-state and 4state character sets separately. This was done by manipulating
the base content parameter to allow only 2, 3 or 4 states. The
scores for the 2, 3 and 4 state character sets were then added
to give the final total lnL for that given topology.
The Tuffley and Steel model (NCMr, where r represents
the number of character states) has been criticised as too complex with many incidental parameters and therefore potentially
statistically inconsistent and biologically unrealistic (Steel &
Penny, 2000; Lewis, 2001). Conversely, the assumptions of
the Mkv model might suit morphological datasets better if an
attempt was made to score all characters; however, these datasets were usually intended for parsimony analysis and thus
purged of autapomorphic as well as invariant characters (see
Yeates, 1992). However, such concerns are not strictly relevant given the aims of this paper, which is to use likelihood for
the DNA data but to incorporate an analysis of the morphology that mimics ‘standard’ parsimony as closely as possible.
Accordingly, we have assessed how closely these likelihood
morphological models approximate parsimony. For 10 000
random trees, the NCMr likelihoods showed a much tighter
correlation with parsimony scores (Spearman rank correlation
coefficient = 0.997) than did the Mkv likelihoods (cc = 0.717;
see Fig. 2). Increasing the number of dummy sites tenfold (to
600) improved the correlation of the Mkv model (cc = 0.924)
but it still did not approach the NCMr model (Fig. 2); moreover,
this procedure accorded very high (arguably excessive) weight
to the morphological data, relative to the molecular data.
Hierarchical likelihood ratio tests suggested that the best
fitting model for each gene were as follows: rRNA, GTRig;
Cytb, TVM + ig; c-mos, HKYg; RAG1, TrNg. However, these
tests can be overly sensitive given finite data (e.g. Felsenstein,
2004); furthermore, oversplitting the data and using complex
models increases the risk that the partitions are too small for accurate parameter estimation. A complex analysis (in MrBayes)
where each gene was assigned its selected model yielded very
similar topologies and supports to a simpler analysis where
two partitions (mitochondrial and nuclear DNA) were assigned
separate HKYg models (a special case of every selected model;
Hasegawa et al., 1985; Yang, 1994). This suggests that the simpler models did not provide misleading results. Therefore, for
the sake of practicality in an already complex task, simpler
models were used in the analyses below, as it permitted more
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Correlation of the NCMr and Mkv likelihoods (calculated as described in methods) with parsimony scores (tree length) for the
morphological data set, based on 10 000 random trees generated by MacClade. Mkv600 is Mkv model using a large number of
dummy invariant sites (600 compared with 60 for Mkv), giving a tighter correlation with MP but a much higher weighting (see
results). The relative slope can be seen as an indication of the ‘weighting’; Black line indicates 1:1 slope = MP.

rapid evaluation of tree likelihoods and branch supports using
PAUP∗ .
Exact tree searches implementing the likelihood morphology models above with standard DNA models could not
be performed using any available phylogenetic analysis programs and had to be conducted manually, using a procedure
that mirrored heuristic searches. This first involved gathering
a large number of potentially optimal (‘candidate’) topologies. All the optimal and near-optimal trees (for the combined
data) found in the parsimony analyses were pooled, along
with all the trees sampled in the Bayesian MCMC analysis
(see above). Reverse-constraint parsimony searches for every
node on the best parsimony tree and the MCMC consensus
tree were also undertaken, and the optimal and near-optimal

constrained trees added to the tree pool. For reasons discussed
under ‘Parsimony’, the reverse constraints analyses were performed for nodes in the backbone subtree of 18 taxa, but all taxa
were included in tree searches and tree scores. The diversity
of starting trees (62 035 candidate topologies generated using
several different methods) made it less likely the subsequent
analysis became trapped in a local optimum.
For each of these starting candidate topologies, lnL scores
for the morphology, mtDNA and nuclear DNA partitions were
calculated. Both mtDNA and nuclear DNA partitions used the
HKYg model (each with their own optimal parameter and
branch length estimations). For the morphology, both NCMr
and Mkv lnL were calculated. Then by summing the scores of
the partitions we get a total lnL score for each topology, for both
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combinations of models: morphology with NCMr plus DNA
with HKYg, and morphology with Mkv plus DNA with HKYg.
In this procedure we have calculated the lnL for each partition
using a model and branch lengths specific to that partition, and
then combined the lnL scores. This method of combining data
is analogous to analyses in MrBayes where branch lengths are
unlinked (see Jamieson et al., 2002; Seo et al., 2005).
The best tree in the set of candidate topologies for each
model combination is then identified, along with the best reverse constraint trees for each node in the best tree. MicroSoft
Excel and JMP (SAS Institute Inc.) were used to collate scores.
These best, and best reverse-constraint, trees from the two analyses were then subjected to branch-swapping using PAUP∗
(settings: NNI and TBR with rearrangement limit = 3). All
new unique topologies generated were added to the pool of
candidate trees and assessed, with any new best tree identified.
Both NCMr and Mkv analyses were conducted together, the
trees generated from each model together contributing to the
growing common pool of candidate topologies. If there was a
new best tree from either analysis, the best reverse constraint
trees were again identified, and this set of trees again subjected
to the branch swapping procedure, as described above. After
four rounds, no new best trees were found for either analysis
(NCMr + HKYg, Mkv + HKYg). In total 110 899 topologies
were tested.
A measure of clade support was determined from these
trees by constructing a majority-rule consensus with each tree
weighted in proportion to its likelihood (see Jermiin et al.,
1997; Strimmer & Rambaut, 2002); thus, trees with higher
likelihood contribute exponentially more strongly to this consensus. Only the best 10 000 trees were included in this consensus as the weighting of the remainder becomes trivial; there
is negligible difference between using 5000 best and 20 000
best. Of course, many trees (in particular, many very poor
trees) were not considered in this consensus, but their likelihoods are so minute that they would not be expected to change
the consensus values. Analogously, many very poor trees will
be unsampled in a finite number of bootstrap replicates or
MCMC chains but their non-zero probabilities (given infinite
sampling) are so small that this omission has little effect on
bootstrap or MCMC support measures.
Partitioned likelihood support (PLS: Lee & Hugall, 2003)
was used to evaluate the agreement and relative signal strength
of the three data sets in combined likelihood analyses. The
rationale and methodology for calculating PLS is similar to
that for PBS. Again, an attempt was made to use the entire
matrix rather than to prune it down to only ‘extant’ taxa. The
full morphological and molecular data set was analysed using
likelihood (as above) and the optimal tree obtained. Based
on the arguments presented under Parsimony Analyses, PLS
values were calculated only for clades in a subtree containing
the 18 taxa with data for both morphology and molecules.
However, as before the full 23-taxon data set was used in
tree searches and in calculation of tree scores when assessing
support for nodes in the 18-taxon subtree.
For a given clade (clade X) on this subtree, the partitioned
likelihood for a data partition (partition A) is calculated in exactly the same fashion as for PBS (see above), except that likeli-

hood methods were used in tree searches and data optimisation.
Briefly, data set A is optimised on the ML tree for the full data
set (which contains this subtree with clade X), and the negative log-likelihood calculated (–lnLTreeWithSubtreeWithCladeX, A ).
Then, this data set is optimised on the constrained tree, i.e.
the best tree found for the full data set which has a subtree
lacking clade X, and the negative log-likelihood calculated
(–lnLTreeWithSubtreeLackingCladeX, A ). The difference between these
values is the PLS for data set A:
PLSCladeX, A = −(lnLTreeWithSubtreeLackingCladeX, A )
− (−lnLTreeWithSubtreeWithCladeX, A )
= (lnLTreeWithSubtreeWithCladeX, A )
− (lnLTreeWithSubtreeLackingCladeX, A )
As with PBS calculations, all taxa and characters were
used in the analyses, but the five taxa missing molecular data
were allowed to float. However, because there is no program
that can do standard and reverse ML searches with morphological and molecular data, only manual heuristic searches could
be employed (see above).

Results
Separate analyses
The morphology tree is shown in Fig. 3a, and is identical to
that obtained from a previous study (Lee & Scanlon, 2002).
The mtDNA trees obtained from the likelihood and Bayesian
analyses were very similar to one another, and in broad agreement with previous mtDNA results (Slowinski & Lawson,
2002; Wilcox et al., 2002). Bootstrap frequencies were generally lower than Bayesian probabilities, but were generally
well correlated nonetheless (Fig. 3b). The parsimony mtDNA
tree (strict consensus of 4 trees) was slightly different but most
conflicts affected nodes poorly supported in the model-based
trees (see clades marked ‘x’ in Fig. 3b). The nuclear DNA
trees from the likelihood and Bayesian analyses are very similar to one another (Fig. 3c) and to those from previous nuclear
analyses (Slowinski & Lawson, 2002; Vidal & David, 2004).
Again, bootstrap frequencies were generally lower than, but
correlated with, Bayesian posteriors. The parsimony nuclear
tree (strict consensus of 9 trees) was poorly resolved, probably as a consequence of fewer variable sites coupled with
short branches in basal alethinophidians (as suggested by the
mtDNA analyses); however, the few strongly resolved clades
were all congruent with likelihood and Bayesian trees.
We then obtained strict and semistrict (combinable component) consensus trees of the morphology tree and the ML
trees for the mt and nuclear DNA (Fig. 3a–c); both approaches
yielded the same, poorly resolved tree (Fig. 3d). The fossil taxa
and Anomochilus, being present only in the morphological tree,
were excluded during the construction of this consensus, and
then re-inserted into this consensus tree based on their morphological positions. However, these consensus methods are
conservative in that they retrieve only clades uncontradicted
by any dataset; majority-rule and Adams consensus trees could
be better resolved.
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Figure 3

Trees for the various separate analyses. Fossil taxa in grey, living taxa in black. (a) Morphology, based on parsimony analysis.
Length = 730. Numbers below branches in italics are bootstrap frequencies. (b) mtDNA, based on maximum-likelihood analysis
using the HKYg model. –ln = 22691.42. Numbers above branches refer to likelihood bootstraps, and Bayesian posteriors
respectively, numbers below branches (in italics) refer to parsimony bootstrap frequencies. “-” indicates that the clade is either
present or consistent with the results of the parsimony or Bayesian analysis (best tree or strict consensus), but has a bootstrap or
posterior of less than 50%; “x” indicates the clade is inconsistent with the results of the parsimony or Bayesian analysis. (c) nuclear
DNA, based on maximum-likelihood analysis using the HKYg model; this best tree constrains a polytomy. –ln = 4859.34. Numbers on
branches refer to, respectively, likelihood bootstraps, Bayesian posteriors, and parsimony bootstraps. “-” and “x” as for ﬁg. b.
(d) The strict and semistrict consensus of trees a–c. Positions of fossil taxa and Anomochilus are based on morphology only.
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Figure 4

Strict consensus of the two MP trees (L = 6640) for snakes, based on combined analyses of morphological, mitochondrial, and
nuclear data partitions. Bootstrap and Partitioned Branch Support values for each clade are indicated. The ﬁve morphology-only taxa
are in grey. Note the numerous zero PBS values caused by ﬁve taxa entirely lacking the two molecular data partitions, a problem
addressed in the pruned tree (Fig. 4). The ﬁve values in the PBS boxes are from top to bottom, mtDNA, nuclear, sum DNA,
morphology, sum total.

Combined analyses
The parsimony, Bayesian and ML trees were similar in many
respects. As a result, the strict consensus of the two most parsimonious trees will be discussed in some detail, followed by
discussion of where the Bayesian and ML trees differ. The
optimal tree for all taxa found in the parsimony analysis, and
bootstrap and PBS values, is shown in Fig. 4. The parsimony
tree for the 18 ‘extant’ taxa, with tree searches, bootstraps
and PBS values performed using the full 23-taxon matrix (see
methods), is shown in Fig. 5. The first tree contains many zero
PBS values for genes; this is not a result of lack of molecular
signal, but is an artefact created by the ambiguity in the position
of the taxa lacking molecular data (see methods). Discussion
of PBS and the relationships of extant taxa will thus focus on
the second tree (Fig. 5). These parsimony trees contain elements suggested by recent analyses of either morphological or
molecular data, or both. However, there is extensive conflict
between the data sets: only two of the 15 clades have positive
PBS for all three data partitions, while a further three have positive PBS for one partition that is not strongly contradicted by

the other two partitions (PBS between 0 and –2). Pachyrhachis
is the most basal snake, followed by the other three fossil taxa
(Lee & Scanlon, 2002). As suggested by all recent morphological and molecular analyses, scolecophidians (blindsnakes)
are the most basal extant snakes. Scolecophidian monophyly
is strongly supported by the morphological data, but contradicted by a single molecular study (Heise et al., 1995). Here,
parsimony analyses of the molecular data alone (combined
mt + nuc) also show scolecophidian paraphyly.
Monophyly of alethinophidians (all extant snakes
excluding scolecophidians) is supported by all data partitions.
Anilioids are paraphyletic, with Anilius basal to the remaining
alethinophidians, consistent with some recent molecular
studies (Wilcox et al., 2002; Lawson et al., 2004). In the
complete tree (Fig. 4), the enigmatic Anomochilus falls in a
Cylindrophis-uropeltine clade, sister to the remaining snakes.
Relationships among remaining alethinophidians (macrostomatans sensu lato) include some traditional elements long recognised from morphological analyses along with new clades
suggested by molecular analyses, especially the diphyly of the
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Figure 5

MP tree for the 18 ‘extant’ snake taxa plus outgroup, based on combined analyses of morphological, mitochondrial, and nuclear data
partitions for all 23 taxa and followed by pruning ﬁve taxa without DNA data (four are fossil forms). Bootstrap values for each clade
are indicated; these were calculated using the full (23-taxon) data set, with the 5 taxa without DNA data pruned from the best tree(s)
from each bootstrap. PBS values are also shown; these were again calculated using the full 23-taxon dataset, with each clade in this
tree being used as a reverse backbone constraint (see text).

dwarf boas (tropidophiines and ungaliophiines). Recent morphological analyses had foreshadowed this result by removing
ungaliophiines from a sister relationship with tropidophiines
(Zaher, 1994; Lee & Scanlon, 2002), but still placed one or
both of them near the advanced snake clade (bolyeriines, acrochordids and colubroids). Tropidophiines here emerge as basal
macrostomatans, approaching the unexpectedly basal position
found for them in recent molecular analyses (Slowinski &
Lawson, 2002; Wilcox et al., 2002; Vidal & Hedges, 2004) and
contradicting the higher position suggested by morphological
studies (e.g. Underwood, 1967; Cundall et al., 1993; Lee &
Scanlon, 2002). Ungaliophiines group with boids (erycines,
boines and Calabaria), as suggested by molecular (Wilcox
et al., 2002; Lawson et al., 2004) and some morphological
(Zaher, 1994) analyses. The position of xenopeltines
(Xenopeltis and Loxocemus) again represents a compromise
between traditional morphological and recent molecular
views. As suggested by morphological data (e.g. Underwood,
1967; Lee & Scanlon, 2002), the two genera are sister taxa;
however, they are not basal to other macrostomatans s. l.,
but are closely related to pythonines, as suggested by recent
molecular analyses (Heise et al., 1995; Slowinski & Lawson,
2002; Wilcox et al., 2002).

The monophyly of caenophidians (Acrochordus and colubroids), and their affinities with bolyeriines, is consistent
with traditional views (e.g. Cundall et al., 1993; Lee & Scanlon, 2002), and these clades are supported by morphological
and at least one molecular data set. Similarly, the monophyly
of boids (boines, Calabaria and erycines) has been proposed
based on morphology (e.g. Cundall et al., 1993, but see Lee &
Scanlon, 2002), and is again supported by morphological and
one molecular data set.
The ML analysis employing the Mkv morphology model
and the HKYg molecular models (Mkv + HKYg) yielded a best
tree (Fig. 6) with –ln L = 30464.989 (morphological component –ln L = 2816.246, DNA component –ln L = 27648.743).
This tree was almost identical to the parsimony tree. Likelihood weighted support for the full tree, and the subtree
of reasonably complete taxa, is shown in Fig. 6. The only
strongly supported difference was that tropidophiines appear higher up than in the parsimony tree (near caenophidians), more closely reflecting morphological views. Again,
the PLS values for most clades showed some conflict; however, congruence improved with Scolecophidia (in addition
to Alethinophidia and Caenophidia) now showing unanimous
support.
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Figure 6

ML tree (–lnL = 30464.989) from the Mkv + HKYg analysis, employing the ‘Markovian’ model for morphology and separate HKYg
models for mitochondrial and nuclear data sets. The likelihood weighted majority rule consensus support for each clade in the
complete (23-taxon) tree is shown in italics. This weighted consensus had the same topology as the ML tree. The support and PLS
values for each clade in the subtree including only the 18 ‘extant’ taxa are shown in bold. The ﬁve morphology-only taxa are in grey.
Box at left shows totals split into positive and negative values for DNA and morphology.

The ML analysis employing the NCMr morphology
model and the HKYg molecular models (NCMr + HKYg)
yielded a best tree (Fig. 7) with –lnL = 28571.334 (NCMr component –lnL = 962.642, DNA component –lnL = 27608.693).
This exhibited a few more differences from the parsimony
tree. Again, tropidophiines appear higher up than in the parsimony tree; in this tree they emerged (weakly) as the sister
group to bolyeriines alone. However, compared with the parsimony (and Mkv + HKYg) tree, there was a change in the position of Loxocemus, which clustered with pythonines rather
than Xenopeltis, as in recent molecular studies (Wilcox et al.,
2002; Lawson et al., 2004; Vidal & Hedges, 2004). There
was also some minor rearrangement of the relative positions
of advanced snakes, with tropidophiines and bolyeriines not
forming a clade with caenophidians.
The Bayesian MCMC tree topology was very similar to
that obtained in the Mkv + HKYg analysis, with only one different node (each alternative was poorly supported: posterior
probability of 51% versus likelihood weighting of 54%); posterior probabilities are displayed on that tree (Fig. 8). Em-

pirically the likelihood weights are quite well correlated with
MCMC frequencies (posteriors) obtained below (cc = 0.968),
as would be expected given that both are a function of relative
likelihoods (Strimmer & Rambaut, 2002). The close match of
our Mkv + HKYg model ML topology retrieved above with the
consensus topology from MrBayes (using a matching model
structure) and the close correlations between the likelihood
weighted values and the posterior probabilities, suggest that
the above manual procedure of –lnL calculation and topology
searches were reasonably efficient and the pool of near-optimal
trees reasonably complete.
The results for Scolecophidia are interesting because in
the parsimony analysis, there was only morphological support
for monophyly, with disagreement from both molecular partitions (see above). However, each scolecophidian taxon is at the
end of a long branch, and the likelihood analysis (which should
account for molecular evolution across long branches better
than MP; Felsenstein, 2004) now reveals support for scolecophidian monophyly and thus improves congruence between all
data partitions. The only strongly-supported difference to the
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Figure 7

ML tree (–lnL = 28571.334) from the NCMr + HKYg analysis, employing the ‘No Common Mechanism’ model for morphology and
separate HKYg models for mitochondrial and nuclear DNA. The likelihood weighted support for each clade in the complete (23-taxon)
tree is shown in italics. This weighted consensus had the same topology as the ML tree. The ﬁve morphology-only taxa are in grey.
The support and PLS values for each clade in the subtree including only the 18 ‘extant’ taxa are shown in bold. The PLS boxes and box
at left as for ﬁgure 5.

MP analysis was the position of trophidophiines, which occupy
a higher position within macrostomatans, close to caenophidians and bolyeriines.
Unweighted parsimony analysis treats all informative
traits (morphological and molecular) equally, and larger data
sets (e.g. long sequence data) will often swamp smaller data
sets (e.g. morphology). The relative influence of morphological and molecular data sets in combined ML analyses has
not yet been properly explored. The relatively basal position
found for the tropidophiines in the MP analyses is largely consistent with analyses of molecular data alone, and suggests a
strong influence of this data set. The higher position of tropidophiines found in both ML analyses is more consistent with
the morphological signal alone, and suggests that both ML analyses accorded more weight to the morphological data (than
did the parsimony analyses). Furthermore, PLS values and topological differences between the ML analyses indicated that
the NCMr + HKYg analysis weighted morphology less than
did the Mkv + HKYg analysis. The PLS values for morphology in the Mkv + HKYg analysis were larger in absolute value
and more frequently positive, again suggesting that morpho-

logy had a stronger influence in that analysis. In the nodes
where the two ML analyses differ, the Mkv-HKYg analysis
retrieved a topology more consistent with the morphological
data (e.g. Xenopeltis-Loxocemus clade and a slightly higher
position for tropidophiines) while the NCMr + HKYg analysis
retrieved a topology more consistent with the molecular data
(e.g. Loxocemus-pythonine clade and a slightly lower position
for tropidophiines). These observations suggested that the relative signal strength of the morphological and molecular data
differs in MP and ML analyses, and even between different
ML analyses.

Discussion
Weighting morphology and molecules in
parsimony and likelihood
In order to evaluate the relative signal strength of morphology
and molecules, 10 000 random trees were generated, and the
morphological and molecular data sets optimised onto these
trees (calculated as described in methods). The distribution of
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The majority-rule tree from the 95 000 sampled trees from the MCMC analysis in MrBayes (Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003); note the
similarity to Fig. 5. This analysis employed the standard Markovian model for morphology in MrBayes (a Mkv-type model) and
separate HKYg models for mitochondrial and nuclear data sets. The posteriors for each clade in the full (23-taxon) data set are
shown in normal font; posteriors for each clade in the reduced (18-taxon) data set are shown in bold. The ﬁve morphology-only taxa
are in grey. Manual ML analysis (Fig. 4) differs by switching Boinae and Calabaria.

tree scores (lengths) under parsimony for the morphological
and combined molecular partitions are plotted in Fig. 9a, with
the mean score set to zero. Under unweighted parsimony, the
morphological data has a narrower distribution of tree lengths
than does the combined molecular data (ratio of standard deviations, 0.7:1), indicating a weaker phylogenetic signal in the
morphological data. Here we use standard deviation as an index
rather than an absolute measure of ‘weight’. The morphological data will generally arbitrate between any two trees less
strongly than will the molecular data. These results are consistent with the results of the parsimony analysis, which show a
tree topology heavily influenced by the molecular data (suggested by the low position of tropidophiines). However, it should
be noted that the morphological signal is still surprisingly
strong given the relative numbers of parsimony-informative
characters in the two data sets. Here, a morphological data set
of 263 characters (260 parsimony-informative) has almost as
much signal strength as a concatenated molecular data set of
4161 nucleotides (1263 parsimony-informative).
For the same 10 000 random trees, the distribution of
tree scores (likelihoods) under ML optimisation is shown in
Fig 9b. The likelihood distributions for morphology (under

the NCMr and Mkv models) and molecules are plotted separately with the mean likelihood of each set to zero. Under ML,
there is an increase in the spread (i.e. signal strength) of the
morphological data relative to the molecular data. The S.D. of
the morphological data under the NCMr model is approximately equal to the S.D. of the molecular data (S.D. ratio 1.0),
while the S.D. under the Mkv model is 1.3 times that of the
molecular data. The standard deviations of the mitochondrial
and nuclear partitions are also shown in Fig. 9c. Thus, compared to the parsimony analyses, in likelihood analyses, the
morphological data were accorded the same (NCMr model),
nearly one-and-a-half times (Mkv model) or more than twice
(Mkv600 model) as much weight as DNA data. The trees found
in both the ML analyses thus have topologies more influenced
by the morphological data, as suggested by the higher position
of tropidophiines. Also, the analysis employing the Mkv morphology model is the most consistent with the morphological
tree, with an extremely high position for tropidophiines (near
caenophidians) and a Xenopeltis–Loxocemus clade.
The above results demonstrate major differences in relative weighting of morphological versus molecular data in the
unweighted (i.e. equally weighted) parsimony, NCMr + HKYg

Snake phylogeny based on morphology and molecules
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(a) The relative signal strength of the morphological and molecular (combined mitochondrial and nuclear) partitions in parsimony
analysis, as measured by the distribution of tree lengths for each data set for 10 000 random trees. The curves have been
superimposed by setting the mean tree length to zero. (b). The relative signal strength of the morphological and molecular (combined
mitochondrial and nuclear) partitions in ML analyses, as measured by the distribution of tree scores (-lnLs) for each data set for 10
000 random trees. The curves have been superimposed by setting the mean tree score to zero. The two curves for the morphological
data denote the results of the NCMr and Mkv models; the molecular data was optimised via the HKYg model. (c) The standard
deviations for the morphological and molecular data sets, relative to morphology MP = 1. The two components of the molecular data
set graphed in (a) and (b) are also shown. Total DNA is sum of separate HKYg model scores for mtDNA and nuclear partitions.
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A strict consensus of the MP, NCMr + HKYg, and Mkv + HKYg trees, showing the apparent robustness (insensitivity) of the data set to
differences in character weighting and models. Clades in bold are especially robust and are given phylogenetic deﬁnitions in the
main text.

and Mkv + HKYg analyses. These differences result in predictable changes in tree topologies and the distribution of support
across data sets. As the relative signal strength of the morphology is upweighted, this data set begins to drive tree topology
more strongly. The partitioned support values for morphology
accordingly become both relatively larger in absolute value,
and more frequently positive; those for the molecular data sets
become more frequently negative (Figs 4–7). This highlights
the problem of character weighting, especially in ML analyses.
Given the plethora of options for differential weighting (both
between and within morphological and molecular data sets)
equal weighting of each character is often seen as invoking the
fewest assumptions (e.g. Kluge, 1998). However, strict equal
weighting is only possible if the parsimony (or the parsimonylike NCMr model) is applied to all characters; only then
can morphological and molecular characters be considered
equivalent currency because the same model is applied to
both.
In combined ML analyses, different likelihood models
must be applied to morphological and molecular characters;
this means a morphological character cannot be equated to
a molecular character, and makes strict equal weighting (if
desired) an impossible aim. When there is extensive conflict between morphological and molecular data, tree topology
and support can be greatly influenced by different weighting
schemes for these data partitions. The different models for
morphology accord different relative weight to these characters, and there is no obvious criterion to decide which resultant
weighting scheme is most appropriate and thus, which resultant trees are to be preferred. Effectively r controls the character
weight in the NCMr model; whereas the situation is more complex for Mkv models. Of the two ML models for morphology
investigated here, NCMr is closer than is Mkv to unweighted
parsimony not only in choice of trees (Fig. 2), but also in the
relative weight assigned to morphological characters. We have
also made no formal attempt to test the fit of morphological
data to these two models (see caveats in ‘Likelihood Ana-

lyses’). It is not clear how this could be done or interpreted
(Steel & Penny, 2000), therefore the ‘. . . proper statistical procedures . . .’ discussed in Edwards (1992; see also Goldman,
1990) are somewhat moot here. Given the problems in justifying model choice in the first place, favouring non-extreme
weighting models could be a useful criterion to consider.
While there is considerable conflict between morphological and the molecular partitions (either separately or combined), there is considerable congruence between the two
molecular partitions, especially in the likelihood analyses.
In the Mkv + HKYg analysis, for instance, the mitochondrial
and nuclear PLS values have the same sign for 14/15 nodes,
whereas the combined DNA and the morphology have the
same sign in only 4/15 nodes. The corresponding figures for the
NCMr + HKYg are 15/15 and 3/15. However, in the MP analysis, corresponding figures are 6/15 and 6/15; the decreased
congruence between molecular partitions in MP analyses suggests that this method is less appropriate for molecular data.
In random trees (see Fig. 2), rank correlation between morphology and mtDNA or nuclear DNA partitions ranges from
0.318 to 0.400 (depending on morphology model) but is 0.666
between the molecular partitions. Such high levels of conflict
can create complex, unstable tree support ‘landscapes’ with
multiple local optima so that minor differences in models and
data weighting can cause flips between very different preferred
topologies.
Despite this prognosis, the empirical results here are encouraging. There is strong conflict between the morphological and molecular data plus a twofold difference in relative
weighting between these data sets across the MP and ML
analyses, yet the topology of most of the tree remained consistent. All analyses were much more resolved than the taxonomic congruence tree (Fig. 3d) and retain the monophyly
of the following groups (Fig. 10): modern snakes, scolecophidians, typhlopids + anomalepidids, alethinophidians, core
alethinophidians, uropeltids (sensu McDowell, 1975: Cylindrophis, Anomochilus, uropeltines), macrostomatans (sensu
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lato, e.g. Rieppel, 1988; Lee & Scanlon, 2002), booids, boids,
pythonids (sensu lato including Loxocemus and Xenopeltis)
and caenophidians. The apparent conflict between the data
sets regarding scolecophidian monophyly in the parsimony
analyses disappears in the ML analyses, suggesting that the
model-based methods are causing the molecular data to converge on the well-supported morphological tree. The novel position of the uropeltine-cyllindrophiine clade (= Uropeltidae
s.l.) is a stable outcome of all MP and ML combined analyses here. Uropeltidae always emerges as the second-most
basal clade of Alethinophidians, above Anilius. Morphological
data alone place the Uropeltidae with Anilius, as basal alethinophidians, while molecular data alone, places this clade in a
poorly resolved polytomy with all macrostomatans apart from
tropidophiines (Fig. 1). Examination of PBS/PLS values for
the relevant clades in the combined analyses shows the influence of both data sets: the morphological data set is responsible
for Uropeltidae ‘down’ to a relatively basal position outside of
macrostomatans, whereas the molecular data set is responsible
for pulling Uropeltidae ‘up’ away from Anilius. The result is
that in all analyses Uropeltidae emerges in a stable position
consistent with (or at least not strongly contradicted by) each
data set. In contrast, the position of tropidophiines is particularly labile in the different combined analyses, either closely
reflecting the morphological or molecular results, and suggests
that there is no novel position for tropidophiines consistent
with both data sets.

Snake phylogeny and taxonomy
By highlighting areas of congruence and, equally importantly,
incongruence, the above results have important implications
for the higher-level phylogeny and classification of snakes.
The strongly divergent signals of the molecular and morphological data mean that few clades are unanimously supported;
it is these few which are discussed and formally defined below.
Alethinophidia has positive support from all three data sets in
all analyses (parsimony, NCMr + HKYg and Mkv + HKYg),
and can be considered to be extremely well-corroborated. Similarly, Caenophidia has positive support from all three data
sets in the parsimony and Mkv + HKYg analysis, and is not
strongly contradicted by any data set in the NCMr + HKYg
analysis. Scolecophidia has support from all data sets in both
ML analyses and can also be considered robust; as expected it
is also supported by analyses of the morphological data alone
(e.g. Lee & Scanlon, 2002), and likelihood analyses of the
combined molecular data set alone (results not shown). The
negative molecular PBS values for Scolecophidia in the parsimony analysis is probably an artefact of parsimony’s inability
to deal adequately with long terminal branches (Felsenstein,
2004). All other clades are strongly contradicted by at least one
data set in at least two of the three analyses, and as such must
be seen as provisional. With Scolecophidia, Alethinophidia,
and Caenophidia all robustly supported by the three data sets,
the major remaining uncertainties in snake phylogeny concern
the interrelationships of basal alethinophidians (anilioids and
booids). Such reservations are expected, given that the major conflicts between morphological and molecular data have
involved this part of the tree, especially the position of trop-
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idophiines, ungaliophiines, Xenopeltis and Loxocemus (see Introduction).
We here provide phylogenetic definitions (Cantino & de
Queiroz, 2000) for the three clades most robustly retrieved in
this study (Fig. 10); these are well-corroborated in all three
analyses and are supported by all data sets in the ML analyses.
The definitions are designed to be stable (in terms of included
taxa) in the face of remaining uncertainties in snake phylogeny,
especially regarding basal relationships of alethinophidians
(this study), and basal relationships within caenophidians (e.g.
Kraus & Brown, 1996; Kelly et al., 2003). However, the definitions have ‘designated phylogenetic contexts’ (Bryant, 1997;
Lee, 1998) and are inapplicable (nonsensical) if the current
concepts of Scolecophida, Alethinophidia and Caenophidia
are refuted.
Scolecophidia. Various names were proposed in the 19th
and early 20th centuries for essentially this group, comprising
the small-mouthed, fossorial ‘blind snakes’, ‘worm snakes’
and ‘thread snakes’. The most widely used term (Scolecophidia) was coined as an informal name by Duméril and Bibron
(1844), later adopted formally by Cope (1864), and has been
used for the past half-century with almost no variation in
content (Lee & Scanlon, 2002). The name is here defined
as a node-based entity, the most recent common ancestor
of Leptotyphlops albifrons, Anomalepis mexicanus, Typhlops
lumbricalis, to the exclusion of Anilius scytale, Uropeltis
ceylanica, Tropidophis melanurus and Coluber constrictor.
These species are all the type species of their eponymous
Linnaean ‘families’ (McDiarmid et al., 1999). Morphological
diagnosis: see Lee and Scanlon (2002).
Alethinophidia. This term was first used by Nopcsa
(1923) to comprise all modern snakes other than scolecophidians (which Nopcsa termed angiostomatans); both of these extant branches were proposed to be derived from an implicitly
paraphyletic assemblage of extinct basal snakes (Cholophidia;
Nopcsa, 1923). Alethinophidia is here defined as a node-based
entity, the most recent common ancestor of Anilius scytale,
Uropeltis ceylanicus, Tropidophis melanurus, and Coluber
constrictor, to the exclusion of Leptotyphlops albifrons, Anomalepis mexicanus, Typhlops lumbricalis. These species are all
the types of their eponymous Linnaean ‘families’ (McDiarmid
et al., 1999). Morphological diagnosis: see Lee and Scanlon
(2002).
Caenophidia. This term was first used as part of
Hoffstetter’s (1939) grade-based subdivision of Alethinophidia whereby primitive members were termed henophidians, and forms seen as more ‘specialised’ or ‘advanced’ (e.g.
see Nopcsa, 1923) were termed caenophidians. As with many
‘horizontal’ divisions, the primitive grade was explicitly paraphyletic and not now formally recognised, but the advanced
grade coincides with a clade. Caenophidia is here defined as
a node-based entity, the most recent common ancestor of Acrochordus javanicus, Vipera aspis and Coluber constrictor to
the exclusion of Bolyeria multocarinata, Boa constrictor, Python molurus and Uropeltis ceylanicus. These species are all
the types of their eponymous Linnaean ‘families’ (McDiarmid
et al., 1999). Morphological diagnosis: see Lee and Scanlon
(2002).
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